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The King and the Enemy 
Isaiah 7.18–8.18 !

Sermon 
Pastoral prayer: that we would 
•honestly address our fears, that we would name them, that we 

would recognize our disposition towards those things as fear 
• that our esteem for G’s glory would grow & that it would drown 

out our esteem for all else 
• that we would find relief in our uwX & solidarity we have in him 
•face shifting cultural winds w joy/hope/optimism bc you are King, 

executing your wise purposes, even when we see no imm fruit !
Isa 7 (p. 464). Context: Ahaz/Jeru’s fear of alliance bet Isr & Aram to 
north, coupled w incursions by Philistines on west, Edomites to 
south. Ahaz’s temptation: ally w biggest bully on block, Assyria. At 
heart a refusal to trust G’s word (7.9b). But G had promised Ahaz’s 
ancestor David that his line would continue & the land would be 
theirs. In light of G’s word, no need for alliance w Assyria. They 
had 1TG, who needs biggest bully? But failure to bel translated into 
a frantic search for a way out. If last wk’s text about doubt & faith, 
this wk’s about fear & worship. Look for that theme as I read. !
Humanly speaking Judah’s fears about alliance bet Aram & Isr was 
justifiable (7.4–6: fierce anger, plotted ruin, invade, tear apart). 
What they feared was legitimately dreadful. If all bridges/tunnels/
ports out of Manhattan destroyed & we had to live here indef wo 
any way to get out or any more food/supplies coming on, how long 
would it take for you to shake like trees in Central Pk? Jeru’s sit: 
facing just such a siege. What they feared was huge, truly dreadful. !
But G was about to blow their mind. What they feared just tip of 
iceberg: an even more dreadful fate awaited them (7.18). 
Concerned about Philistia & Edom? Look further south: Egypt is 
coming. Worried about Aram & Isr? Look further north: Assyria is 
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coming. Ill of Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out: King Hippo, Soda Popinski, 
then Tyson! Described as flies & bees (1st image) swarming, too 
numerous to count, filling everything. NET note: “swarming flies 
are irritating; bees are irritating & esp dangerous bc of the pain 
they inflict w their sting.” Greater enemies would overwhelm petty 
little alliance bet Rezin & Pekah. Ergo Maher-Shalal-Hash-Baz, 1st 
as word, then as baby (8.3, “quick to the plunder, swift to the 
spoil”): in a short time this threat/what they feared, would pass. !
Now prophecy would seem to justify Ahaz’s actions: ally w Assyria. 
But what he didn’t realize: he had no control over the mighty 
Euphrates (2nd image, 8.7–8). TPIII wouldn’t stop at Aram & Isr, but 
would sweep on into Judah, almost entirely swamp Jeru (up to 
neck, 8). & Assyrian army would bring dishonor (shave, 7.20), 
poverty (curds & honey, 7.21–22), destruction (7.23–25). No, their 
worst fears wouldn’t come true: Aram & Isr defeated. But what they 
didn’t realize: an even more dreadful fate awaited. !
Pause to reflect on matter of fear. Many vices peo can/will openly 
admit in our soc: worry, anger, drug use, sexual exploits. But fear? 
Very few admit to being fearful. We know what word means, but 
reluctant to attach it to our own circs & feelings. Our soc views as 
a sign of weakness. Xians just as reticent. After all, most repeated 
command in B: “fear not.” Ergo we conclude, ideal for Xian = 
fearlessness. So if we acknowledge we’re fearful about something, 
we face not only soc seeing us as weak but other Xians telling us, 
“fear not.” & it’s like, “well, i knew that!” So we don’t acknowledge 
it, bottle it up, pretend we’re fearless. But let’s be real: deep down 
there are things that frighten us: joblessness, sickness, rejection, 
failure, loneliness, aging. As a cong: fin sustainability (boiler), long-
term survival (building), fruitlessness/irrelevance, waning influence 
in soc, poli trends, what the world (& more spec our nation) will be 
like for coming gens. & just like for Ahaz/Judah/Jeru, we don’t 
know half of it, even worse fate. Doesn’t help for us to pretend 
we’re not scared: only fooling ourselves. 
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But our prob is much bigger than what we fear, than the even more 
dreadful sits we haven’t yet considered. Our biggest prob: behind 
what we fear, behind even the more dreadful sits, stands something 
else, something truly dreadful. Behind our fears: G who sometimes 
ordains that our worst fears come true. whistle (7.18): “easy sov of 
the L” (Motyer, 89). the L will use (20): Ahaz’s worst fear just tools, 
instrs in K's hands to accomplish his purposes. Point G drives home 
to Isa (8.11–15): not to fear/dread what peo fear & dread, but fear/
dread the L. Same words: not a dift kind of fear, but dift obj of fear. !
Not a view of G reg presented in Amer Xianity. Prefer to emph G’s 
nearness/immanence/kindness/love—all true! But G’s nearness 
does not negate his holiness, imm cancel his tran, kindness 
overrule his justice, love cancel out his sov. All of it is always true 
of the 1TG. Which means our worst fears—from loneliness to 
aging, from long-term survival to waning soc influence—the things 
we fear deep down & the even more dreadful things we haven’t yet 
considered—all of them are tools in the hands of Sov. Much easier 
for us to blame the devil for misfortune, disaster, ruin. But this psg 
doesn’t go there. The One who whistles & brings about our worst 
fears is the 1TG. Friends, that’s hard to hear. Prob hard for Isa too 
(ergo 8.11). But if you never see your most dreadful circs as 
coming from hand of Sov, you’ll live in fear of the tool, not the Sov. !
Puts us in an awful spot, eh? In fact, puts us exactly where G said it 
would (14–15): we’ll either take refuge in this G or be ensnared by 
him, either run to him as our sanctuary or trip over him like an 
unseen rock in our path. CSL: “G is the only comfort, He is also the 
supreme terror: the thing we most need & the thing we most want 
to hide from. . . . Of course, I quite agree that the Xian rel is, in the 
long run, a think of unspeakable comfort. But it does not begin in 
comfort; it begins in the dismay I have been describing, and it is no 
use at all trying to go on to that comfort without first going through 
that dismay” (Mere Xianity, 38–39). But how do you get from 
dismay to comfort? What could impel Isa to wait for & trust this 
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Sov, even when he is hiding his face (17)? How does G go from 
snare to sanctuary? !
Clue: children (18), Isa’s two sons. 1st, Shear-Jasbub (7.3): “remnant 
will return,” both a prediction of judgment (many die) & hope 
(some survive). 2nd, MSHB (8.1, 3): “quick to the plunder, swift to 
the spoil,” also a prediction of hope (Aram & Isr to be wiped out) & 
judgment (but also Judah). But something more going on w MSHB, 
indicated by parallels bet 8.1–4 & 7.13–17: sign, conceive, give 
birth to a son, she calls him Immanuel/he calls him MSHB, victory 
to be realized soon. IOW, what I think is going on here: child to be 
born as sign to Ahaz of G’s pres w his peo was MSHB. MSHB the 
imm proof of G’s reliability, that G is w us even when worst fears 
coming true. Ergo two more uses of Immanuel: homeland of this 
baby would be swamped (8.8), but not ultimately overcome (8.10). 
Ergo Isa looks at children & says, My sons & I are phys proof/
tangible evidence that trust in this Sov is well-founded. !
But as wonderful as those children were, as tangible as that 
evidence was, still must be something more, else Isa wouldn’t be 
waiting. Isa explicitly says they were signs & symbols, but of what? 
Can do what Isa couldn’t: peer into the fut. Heb 2 (p. 804). NT 
frequently alludes to today’s txt, nowhere more poignantly. Writer 
telling us what J has done in bringing peo to this sov G. [Read vv. 
10–13.] v. 13a > Isa 8.17, v. 13b > Isa 8.18. See what’s happening? 
J takes Isa’s words into his mouth as his own, t&g Prophet. & this 
t&g Prophet trusted the 1TG throughout his whole life on earth, 
even when Sov brought about the thing he dreaded most: being 
forsaken by his F. & it was worse than he had dreaded (cf. Mt 
26.37–38, sorrowful & troubled, “overwhelmed w sorrow to the 
point of death”). & as J hung on cross, t&g Prophet continued to 
wait for the L, even as G was hiding his face from him. But J did not 
die in vain, not proved to be a fool, for after three days G brought 
him back to life. Res ultimate proof that 1TG, that this Sov, is 
worthy of your trust, worthy to be feared. 
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But there’s more. Look at point writer of Heb proves by quoting Isa: 
J not ashamed to call them bros & sis (11b). Not just that Isa a sign 
pointing to J, but Isa & his children both signs pointing to J & his 
peo. Connection bet Isa & his children strong, tie of blood/family. 
But they were just signs, signs pointing to J & his peo, a reality w 
an even stronger tie than blood/family. Yes, we’re here again: uwX, 
J in solidarity w you. And solidarity/uwX means acceptance: J not 
ashamed of you, doesn’t hide his face from you. Talked much 
about fear in this msg. Greatest fear we have wrt G: we would 
come to him & he would reject us. But he rejected J so that in J he 
could accept you, hid his face from J so that he would never hide 
his face from you. Oh faint-hearted bel! Think your sins embarrass 
J, must be so disappointed w you, you’ve finally done it & he will 
reject you. Friend, he is not ashamed of you, not ashamed to call 
you Sister, Bro. Greatest fear has been conquered in X. & if your 
greatest fear has been conquered by J's death & his res proves you 
can trust G to bring beauty out of ashes—even when the thing you 
dread most comes true—it allays our fearful hearts. Gos ans to fear. !
So what are we to do? 
1. Name your fears. Let’s use this word to describe what's going on 
in our hearts, stop pretending we're fearless/courageous, id your 
fears. For so long we’ve bottled up our fears/failed to use attach the 
word “fear” to what’s going on in our hearts that I’m concerned we 
really think we’re unafraid/courageous—when in reality we’re just 
fooling ourselves. If most repeated command in Scr is "fear not," 
must mean that we have some fear issues going on! So name your 
fears. Ergo this wk’s handout: tease out your fears. & when another 
Xian shares what s/he fears, give space, don’t just say “fear 
not” (they know that!), but walk w them through fears to X. !
2. Be very afraid. Said earlier conclude ideal for Xian = fearless. 
Not so. Gos doesn’t move us from fearful to fearless, gos changes 
obj of our fear: fear circs to fear G, i.e., living in awareness of who 
he is, confronting fears w gos, constantly walking from what we 
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dread to the One standing behind it—& ultimately finding hope in 
J that our worst fear will never happen. Accepted & loved, so we 
run to the Sov. Gos doesn’t make us fearless, it makes us repenting 
scaredy cats. !
3. Embrace suffering. Until J makes all things new, this life a 
cocktail of pleasure & pain, beauty & ashes, joy & sadness. Gos 
doesn’t mean no pain/sorrow/sadness. In fact, bel 1TG makes pain/
sorrow/sadness in some ways harder to bear. But as Peter says, Do 
not be surprised, as though something strange were happening, but 
rejoice (1Pet 4.12). Not saying be a martyr/masochist, don’t go 
looking for it. But when it comes—thing you fear most, or worse—
embrace it as a gift from the good hand of 1TG. G has good 
purposes in your suffering (cp. 1Pet 3.14–15 w Isa 8.12–13!). If 
nothing else, you’re walking J’s path, proving to be a true follower. !
4. Cultivate optimism. We Xians can be most pessimistic peo on 
planet: “hear what DC doing now?”, “hell in a hand-basket,” 
“things used to be so much better.” Sometimes makes me want to 
blow up FB. No news flash that sinners sin (Ecc 1.9, 7.10). If G not 
sov, didn’t have everything under his wise & good control, we’d 
have good reason to be pessimistic, hunker down & wait for J to 
come & clean house. But he is on the throne, does rule right now. 
Every cause for optimism. All Xians recog world a cocktail of glory 
& brokenness. Diff bet pess & opt: pess trumpets brokenness, opt 
glory. Diff bet opt & triump: opt is expectant, triump presumptuous. 
Yes, J will come & clean house, & until then we’re agents of his 
redemption. Why often describe myself as an optimistic premil. No 
need to be down in the mouth. Yes, cultural winds shifting in Amer 
soc. But never been friendly to gos. So let’s face shifting cultural 
winds w joy/hope/optimism bc of the King who right now executes 
his good & wise purposes, even when we see no imm fruit. !
Thing we dread may come to pass, but nothing can pass our way 
apart from the Sov. So let us fix our gaze on cross/tomb & trust.  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